Ukrainian National Suzuki Association (UNSA)
Update 10 May 2022
Dear friends!
You are providing incredible help to all Ukrainian students and teachers!
Ukrainian children have the opportunity to learn. Ukrainian teachers have the opportunity to work in
safe and comfortable conditions.
Financial aid for Ukrainian Suzuki teachers who were evacuated to Europe and stay in Ukraine:
- 1,000 UAH + 2,412 UAH for Olha Skuridina (Suzuki violin teacher from Severodonetsk, now she is in
Gdansk, Poland - for medical care).
- 6,500 UAH financial support for Nataliia Koptienkova (for traveling to the General Meeting of the
ESA in Prague).
- 7,000 UAH for Olha Bundziak (Suzuki violin teacher from Kolomyia; now she is in Poland), buying
equipment for online lessons with students.
- 7,000 UAH for Sophia Fedorovich (Suzuki violin teacher from Ivano-Frankivsk; now she is in Poland),
buying equipment for online lessons with students.
- 6,000 UAH for Dariia Trampolets - mother of a student from Severodonetsk, Luhansk region, who
has cancer and needs to be treated.
We continue to buy pianos and violins for children who ended up in other regions of Ukraine or
abroad.
- 111 EUR buying a violin for a student Alisa Hulevska from Sumy who is in Italy now.
- 2,513 UAH buying a digital piano for a student Yasna Chernihovska from Kharkiv who is in IvanoFrankivsk region now.
-12,000 UAH buying a digital piano for two students from Kharkiv - Kira and Nika Diachkov. Now they
live in the Lviv region.
- 3,000 UAH buying a violin for students Myroslava Vlasenko from Myronivka, Kyiv region. Now she is
in the West Ukraine.
- 4,500 UAH buying a laptop for large family in Lviv who didn't have the technical ability to study
online (students Dana and Viktoriia Klieban).
- 11,055 UAH buying a digital piano, for Diana Surzhykova, 4yo (started Suzuki at 3yo). Lives in Kyiv,
currently hide from the war in Sigulda, Latvia.
- 3,517 UAH buying a violin for Poliana Ivashko from Myronivka, Kyiv region.
- 3,650 UAH buying a violin for Hanna Vasylenko from Kyiv, now she is in Germany.
- 4,240 UAH buying a violin and bow for Daria Shulika from Severodonetsk, Luhansk region, now she
is in Kyiv.
- 3,015 UAH buying a violin for Daria Mankivska from Ukrainka, Kyiv region, now she's in Vinnytsia
region.
- 62,995 UAH - to buying 5 laptops for teachers for their online lessons with students and didn't have
the technical capacity for quality Internet communication (for Halyna Pshenytska, Mariia
Mamanova, Nataliia Koptienkova, Halyna Russova, Olha Blyzniuk). Lenovo laptops - 12,599 UAH
each.
- 30,000 UAH - we decided to take an important step to support the development of Ukrainian
culture in this difficult time. And we sent this money to the publishing house "Musical Ukraine" to
print a books of pieses by Ukrainian composers (for violin and piano).
- 5,653 UAH - buying children's books in Ukrainian for children of refugees from Ukraine who are
now in Brno (Czech Republic).
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We have on my own bank accounts:
1,007 EUR and 2,850 UAH
We have in the UNSA bank account:
- 29,419 UAH (including 20,544 UAH was the money that was in the UNSA bank account before war).
We are gradually transferring money in currency to this hryvnia account).
- 12,367 GBP from ANNA SIBLEY (justgiving, gofundme British donation).
- 11,384 EUR (including 2,310 EUR from BARBARA/AUSTRALIA; 342 EUR - DONATION FROM
BELGIAN SUZUKI ASSOCIATION and other)
- 4,790 $ (including 815 $ from CARRIE HUMMEL ITHACA TALENT ED., 3,975 $ - from THE BEAUTIFUL
HEART FOUNDATION, HALL FAMILY)
Thank you for thinking about us! We hope that this terrible war will end soon! We are
strong! Ukraine will definitely win!
With faith in the best,
Nataliia Koptienkova,
Chair of UNSA.
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